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Course Description
This course is designed to introduce students to the more subjective dimension of Buddhist
translation—how understanding and interpreting is determined by the presuppositions and
beliefs of the interpreter. Hermeneutics of Self is concerned with determining the
psychological, emotional, and mental conditions that make both understanding and
misunderstanding possible. Through the study of biographies and autobiographical records of
eminent Buddhist translator-practitioners, personal diaries, journals, poetry, and
lived-encounters we explore how in their effort to produce accurate translations of texts, they
also struggled to uncover and transform the unexamined biases and predispositions that might
cloud their work.

As a corollary to translation work and close reading of primary texts, students will engage in
contemplative practice and self-cultivation exercises embedded and advocated in the texts
they are reading and translating, and mindful service emulating the translators whose lives
they are studying. This hermeneutical approach, where intellectual inquiry is enhanced
through meditative exercises, aims to give students a holistic appreciation of what it means to
be a translator-practitioner as understood and derived from Buddhist sources. The insights
acquired through these readings along with direct laboratory experience provide a
study-practice hermeneutical dimension that students may reference in their translation work
in the program.

Program Learning Outcomes
● TRNC PLO 1 - Exercise ethical sensibility.
● TRNC PLO 2 - Appreciate and apply major Buddhist methods and practices.
● TRNC PLO 4 - Explain insights gained from close reading and translation of texts and

their contemporary implications for the personal, the social, and the natural worlds.

Course Learning Outcomes
Students will demonstrate the ability to 

● Explore the lives and spiritual practices of Buddhist translators
● Reflect on ethical norms that guide translation; in particular, contemplate the spirit of

the guidelines for translators established by the Buddhist Text Translation Society
● Engage in shared inquiry with experienced translator-practitioners to learn how

translation affects their practice and vice versa.

Grading Breakdown



● Class Attendance & Participation (including Posted Comments/Questions) (45%)
● DIY Projects (20%)
● Contemplative Exercises and Mindful Service (25%)
● Reflection Journal (10%)

Required Work & Grading
        
Contemplative Exercises and Mindful Service: As part of experiential learning and emulating
the translator-practitioners they are studying, students will participate in three hours of sitting
meditation, three hours of ceremonial recitation, and three hours of mindful community
service each week. This may be supplemented by occasional opportunities to explore
additional practices.

DIY Projects: Translating the Writings of Eminent Practitioners:  Under the supervision and
with the assistance of teaching faculty, students will work as a group to translate poems or
other writings of eminent Buddhist practitioners, including translators. True understanding of
Buddhist texts is impossible without direct experience of their principles through practice; the
lives of these practitioners thus serve as inspirational models for would-be translators of the
Dharma.

Reading & Practice Journal/Self-Reflective Practice: The fusion of theory and praxis is
indispensable to Buddhist practice. Buddhist texts offer not abstract doctrine but embodied
philosophy, intended to form as well as inform. To encourage students to engage with the
texts as aids to growth and change, we ask that they self-reflect regularly in writing
throughout the semester. In doing so, they learn to apply the teachings directly to their lives
while critically examining their own experience.

Attendance & Participation: Class performance, cumulative understanding, and informed
participation in ongoing discussion depend on regular attendance. More than 2 absences from
class will result in a failure for the course. Students will be expected to keep current with the
weekly reading assignments, post comments and questions in a shared document before class,
and engage in class discussion. If you need to miss a class, please contact the course
coordinator with the reasons for your absence.

Week 1-3

1/25, 2/1, 2/8

Paramārtha 真諦 (499 - 569)

Readings:

Paul, Diana (1981). “The Structure of Consciousness in Paramārtha's Purported
Trilogy.” In Philosophy East and West 31/3, 297-319.

Paul, Diana (1982). ”The Life and Times of Paramārtha (499-569).” In Journal
of the International Association of Buddhist Studies 5, no.1, 37-69.

Verhoeven – Nylan exchange on translation

https://www.jstor.org/stable/1398576
https://www.jstor.org/stable/1398576
http://archiv.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/ojs/index.php/jiabs/article/view/8562/2469


Therapeutic translation handout

Hsuan Hua, “Flower Adornment Sutra – Mother of All Buddhas”

For meditation practice:

Fumihiko Sueki and Nobuyosi Yamabe. The Sutra on the Concentration of
Sitting Meditation. Moraga, CA: BDK America, Inc., 2009.

p. 62-64 “Calling the Buddha to Mind” and p. 64-66 “Meditation on the
Impurities”

Week 4

2/15

DIY Project

Week 5

2/22

Contemplative Exercise Immersion

Week 6-9

3/1, 3/8, 3/15,
3/22

Xuanzang 玄奘 (602 - 664)

3/8 Guest Lecturer - Dr. Snjezana Akpinar – (1) cultures and movements of
people within Central Asia, and (2) the translation of sacred texts into
contemporary English

Readings:

Tansen Sen. “The Travel Records of Chinese Pilgrims Faxian, Xuanzang, and
Yijing: Sources for Cross-cultural Encounters between Ancient China and
Ancient India.” In Education about Asia, Volume 11, No. 3 (Winter 2006). Pages
28-30.

Lusthaus, Dan. “Xuanzang.”
http://www.acmuller.net/yogacara/thinkers/xuanzang-bio.html

Epstein, Ron. “Basic Teachings of the Consciousness-Only School of Buddhism.
IV. Hsuan-Tsang (Tripitaka Master) (596-664)”

Keenan, John P. Scripture on the Explication of Underlying Meaning. Berkeley,
CA: Numata Center for Buddhist Translation and Research, 2000. Chapters 2-4.

The Sutra on the Concentration of Sitting Meditation. p. 66-70 “Cultivation of
Friendliness”

For reference:

http://www.acmuller.net/yogacara/thinkers/xuanzang-bio.html


Li, Rongxi. Biography of the Tripitaka Master of the Great Ci'en Monastery.
Berkeley, CA: Numata Center for Translation and Research, 1995.

(T2053 大慈恩寺三藏法師傳)

Li, Rongxi. The Great Tang Dynasty Record of the Western Regions. Berkeley,
CA: Numata Center for Translation and Research, 1996. (T 2087 大唐西域記)

Week 10

3/29 – 4/2

Spring Break / Guanyin Session

Week 11

4/5

Yijing 義淨 (635 - 713)

Reading:

Sen, Tansen. “Yijing and the Buddhist Cosmopolis of the Seventh Century,” In
Texts and Transformations: Essays in Honor of the 75th Birthday of Victor H.
Mair, edited by Haun Saussy, 345-368. Amherst: Cambria Press, 2018.

Wang, Bangwei. “Yijing.” In Encyclopedia of India-China Cultural Contact,
Volume I, 304-309. New Delhi: MaXposure Media Group, 2014.

Tansen Sen. “The Travel Records of Chinese Pilgrims Faxian, Xuanzang, and
Yijing: Sources for Cross-cultural Encounters between Ancient China and
Ancient India.” In Education about Asia, Volume 11, No. 3 (Winter 2006).

Week 12

4/12

Guest Speaker: DM Chih

Week 13

4/19

The Sutra on the Concentration of Sitting Meditation. “Observation of
Dependent Origination” p. 70-81

Week 14

4/26

DIY project

Week 15

5/3

Red Pine/Bill Porter (1943 - )

Readings:



Porter, Bill and Chelsea Steinauer-Scudder. “Lone Moon Lights Cold Spring: An
Interview with Bill Porter.” In Emergence Magazine.
https://emergencemagazine.org/story/lone-moon-lights-cold-spring/

Red Pine. Dancing with the Dead. Longhouse, 2006.

The Sutra on the Concentration of Sitting Meditation. “Mindful Inhalation and
Exhalation (and Three Elements of Recognition)” p. 82-87

Week 16

5/10

Reflections

Week 17

5/17

Guest Speaker: Lauren Bausch

https://emergencemagazine.org/story/lone-moon-lights-cold-spring/

